Social Return on Investment (SROI) attempts to capture the “blended value” generated by investments into social or community ventures. The approach uses the tools of cost-benefit analysis to assess the return of these investments. Applied to corporate social responsibility (CSR) efforts, SROI can be an important tool to demonstrate the social impact of corporate investments into communities.

**Blended Value**
Blended Value is the notion that all organizations create value that consists of economic, social and environmental value. Increasingly, corporations are increasingly concerned with how they can maximize their economic value as well as their social and environmental value. Largely through corporate social responsibility (CSR) strategies, business practices and operations seek to integrate social and environmental considerations. Corporations are realizing that increasing the positive social impacts of their activities can raise (or at least not compromise) shareholder value while simultaneously addressing the concerns of wider stakeholder groups.

While corporations face increasing pressure to invest in CSR, there also a push to measure and report on the impact that CSR is having. For corporations themselves, CSR strategies – much like other business decisions – require an analysis of whether the returns of such investments outweigh the costs. For investments in social ventures, the aim is not simply to maximize the financial return, but to generate a broader set of “blended returns” – economic, social, and environmental. Economic value creation can be captured through existing well-developed metrics to track financial performance, such as return on investment (ROI), but there are no comparable generally accepted metrics for measuring social or environmental value creation.

As such, there is a strong desire to find ways to measure the blended return of social investments. It is often said that “what gets measured, gets managed.” Without measuring the blended return created by CSR initiatives, important (social) considerations and impacts on the corporation, employees, external stakeholders, and society at large, would tend to be under-valued in the operational decision to invest in CSR. Social Return on Investment (SROI) represents an emerging approach that seeks to address some of these issues.

**Social Return On Investment**
SROI analysis is a method for understanding the environmental and social value being created by organizations in addition to the financial value generated. The SROI approach, like traditional ROI analysis, utilizes cost-benefit analysis techniques. It compares resources invested to benefits generated, to articulate whether, on balance, the benefits outweigh the costs. SROI monetizes the social benefits and costs relative...
to the financial costs, based on the net present value of the non-market outputs in dollar terms.\(^5\) The SROI ratio is the discounted, monetized value of the social value that has been created by an organization, relative to the value of the investment required to achieve that impact.\(^7\)

At a general level, SROI can be used to understand how an organization meets stakeholders’ objectives and creates change, by identifying indicators of those changes and assigning them financial values.\(^8\) Compared to traditional ROI analysis, the integration of the “social component” has differing implications for what returns are considered in the analysis, and to whom these returns accrue to. Stakeholders – those that can affect or who are affected by the organization’s work – are included rather than only shareholders.

### The Value of SROI

As a method of social accounting, SROI has mostly been used to date to assess the performance of social enterprises.\(^9\) However, various trends have encouraged broader applications of SROI related to CSR. These include an increased demand for proving and communicating the business benefits of CSR efforts, and standardization trends in CSR reporting.\(^10\) SROI can be used as a tool to address some of these issues, and applied to a broader range of initiatives related to CSR:

**Assessing social impact:** SROI can be used as a tool to evaluate social impact after investments have been made in social ventures. Corporations that invest in social issues through their own programs, or through non-profits, can assess the difference that corporate contributions have made – not only of financial resources, but also of human and in-kind resources. The availability of such data can illustrate gaps and opportunities for social investment that can catalyze social change, and benchmark data can be useful in assessing the “biggest social bang for the buck.”

**Informing investment decisions:** SROI can be used by corporations to inform their community investment decisions. SROI can be used to identify and assess, among a range of potential social investment opportunities, which candidates hold potential to generate the greatest social impact relative to financial investments. For CSR investments, the inclusion of social variables provides a more accurate assessment of risk and return, and can facilitate improved due diligence. Capturing metrics before investments have been made can also provide a useful baseline to compare to when assessing social impact.

**Tracking performance:** SROI has been used by managers of non-profits or social enterprises to inform their projections, strategic planning and performance assessment.\(^11\) As a management tool analyzing social value creation, SROI can track social performance against the social objectives, to inform decision making processes, and to recognize the social value created for targeted groups. There are applications to other groups: for example, some Socially Responsible Investment (SRI) funds refer to the SROI for their social investments and express it in terms of outputs – such as the number of units of social housing built per dollar invested.\(^12\)

**Making the case for social investments:** In demonstrating the positive impact of social investments, a set of well-defined metrics supplemented with contextual and qualitative information can provide powerful evidence. Where SROI has been applied to social enterprises, there is compelling evidence to suggest that the blended returns on such investments are significant.\(^13\) SROI is a tool that can make the case to invest in social ventures by capturing the social value that is generated, and to justify further investments for scaling up and replication.
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SROI Models
There is no single way to conduct SROI, but many methods share common principles. Methods differ in complexity and focus, and in the way they have been applied to specific social ventures (in particular, for social enterprises).\textsuperscript{14} We briefly highlight three prominent initiatives:

\textbf{The Roberts Enterprise Development Fund (REDF):} REDF is considered to be the pioneer in articulating SROI. REDF has created an SROI Framework that identifies direct, demonstrable cost savings and revenue contributions associated with an individual’s employment in a social purpose enterprise.\textsuperscript{15} Resources include: an SROI Methodology Paper, SROI Reports from individual social enterprises, and an Excel model to calculate SROI metrics.

\textbf{The New Economics Foundation (NEF):} NEF has built on the work of REDF, and refined the SROI model to make it applicable to a wider range of organizations.\textsuperscript{16} The NEF approach is more holistic, incorporating a broader range of stakeholder interests, as well as strategies to align corporate and non-profit interests.\textsuperscript{17} Resources include guidelines on implementing SROI, case studies, and supplementary resources on social impact assessment.\textsuperscript{18}

\textbf{Social Capital Partners (SCP):} SCP, a Toronto-based social venture capital organization, is a pioneer in incubating social enterprises in Canada. SCP’s SROI model is a simplification of the REDF SROI Model, and employs a Sustainable Livelihoods Framework to assess the role of social enterprise in employment creation. Online resources include resources on SROI methodology, and SROI Report Cards on SCP’s social enterprise investments.\textsuperscript{19}

A Reality Check
SROI analysis has recently attracted much attention as a method to capture social impact. The concept “speaks the language of finance”, and as such, appeals to corporate philanthropists and social investors seeking the “highest social bang for the buck”. Like traditional cost-benefit analysis, SROI promotes a scientific and objective approach to measurement. Metrics can be presented creatively to illustrate the impact of social investments, and indicate whether there has been positive social change or not.\textsuperscript{20}

However, there are significant hurdles that limit the applicability and use of SROI to all social ventures. In particular, SROI models derived from experience with social enterprise may not be applicable to all CSR investments. SROI analysis is time and resource-intensive, requiring significant financial and human capital investments. Appropriate data and research may be difficult to obtain especially if it is not already being regularly collected. There are constraints on what social impacts can be captured and quantified – such as placing a dollar value on intangible social benefits like increases in employee morale from volunteering.

Part of the problem is that assessing social value requires an element of subjectivity – what social impacts are important, and for which groups – within a method that strives to be scientific and objective. In addition, causality and correlation between activities and socio-economic returns can be challenging to attribute. To deal with these issues, it is important to clearly articulate the assumptions and context behind the numbers. These qualitative elements are important to contextualize progress and performance against social objectives.

\textbf{Evaluating for Impact}
CSR strategies have demonstrated that the private sector has a role to play in addressing important social issues. CSR strategies have various drivers – reputational benefits, improved employee performance, customer loyalty, to name a few. SROI cannot capture all these dimensions, nor can it replace the intangible benefits that can contribute to the bottom line. But SROI illustrates that there is

\begin{quote}
\textit{SROI illustrates that there is a place for innovative mechanisms and value propositions for social investments.}
\end{quote}
a place for innovative mechanisms and value propositions for social investments. Social and environmental outcomes can be translated into tangible monetary value, and SROI can help organizations and investors of all kinds to see a fuller picture of the benefits that flow from their investments.

As more funders (corporations, foundations, and others) view grants as forms of investment in communities to create and catalyze positive social change, there will be an increased focus on maximizing the benefits from strategic investments. There is a demand for more sophisticated tools that can evaluate how funds have (or can) been used to achieve positive social impact – both ex-ante (in selecting which investments could be most promising) and ex-post (in evaluating social return). SROI thus provides funders a means of not only of measuring their grant-making but also of making the case inside their own organizations for why and how they should invest.

Albert Einstein is credited as saying “everything that can be counted does not necessarily count; everything that counts cannot necessarily be counted.” As the field of social impact evaluation evolves, SROI should be seen as only one tool amongst many to assess social impact. Metrics must be supplemented with qualitative information to clarify assumptions and provide context. SROI can be difficult and expensive to implement for many small organizations, and there are also methodological issues that need to be addressed. But it can be an important tool to understand what resources have gone into an enterprise, and how effectively those resources have manifested in social costs savings and societal improvements.
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